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NEW &
FORTHCOMING

Conversations with 
Classic Film Stars
Interviews from Hollywood’s 
Golden Era
James Bawden and Ron Miller
424 pages | 100 b/w photos
9780813167107 | $34.95 hardcover

Lincoln before Lincoln
Early Cinematic Adaptations 
of the Life of America’s 
Greatest President
Brian J. Snee
174 pages
9780813167473 | $40.00s hardcover

My Life in Focus
A Photographer’s Journey 
with Elizabeth Taylor 
and the Hollywood Jet Set
Gianni Bozzacchi
with Joey Tayler
328 pages | 151 b/w photos
9780813168746 | $39.95s hardcover
JANUARY 2017

The Reluctant Film Art 
of Woody Allen
Second Edition
Peter J. Bailey
426 pages | 59 b/w photos
9780813167190 | $26.95s paperback

Showman of the Screen
Joseph E. Levine and His 
Revolutions in Film Production
A. T. McKenna
296 pages | 30 b/w photos
9780813168715 | $45.00s hardcover
NOVEMBER 2016

Veit Harlan
� e Life and Work 
of a Nazi Filmmaker
Frank Noack
464 pages | 50 b/w photos
9780813167008 | $50.00s hardcover

Hollywood Divided
� e 1950 Screen Directors Guild Meeting 
and the Impact of the Blacklist
Kevin Brianton

“A breakthrough book. . . . Brianton’s landmark 
study is fresh, thorough, and balanced—a 
model of Hollywood historiography.”—James 
D’Arc, Curator, Cecil B. DeMille Papers, Brigham 
Young University

170 pages | 13 b/w photos
9780813168920 | $45.00s hardcover
November 2016
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ACTORS 
& ACTRESSES

Ann Dvorak
Hollywood’s Forgotten Rebel
Christina Rice

“Recommended movie star reading. 
 . . . [A] fascinating read on a 
fascinating actress.”—Liz Smith

384 pages | 69 b/w photos
9780813144269 | $40.00s hardcover

The Brief, Madcap Life 
of Kay Kendall
Eve Golden

“She was magic. Everywhere you 
went, people used to stop and stare
 . . . she radiated.”—Roddy McDowell

208 pages | illus.
9780813122519 | $40.00s hardcover

Bruce Dern
A Memoir
Bruce Dern with Christopher Fryer 
and Robert Crane

“[O]� hand, entertaining . . . a fun 
addition for movie collections.”
 —Booklist

322 pages | 16 b/w photos
9780813147123 | $19.95s paperback

Claude Rains
An Actor’s Voice
David J. Skal and Jessica Rains

“Claude Rains was a consummate 
actor whose remarkable life and 
career has been covered in fasci-
nating detail in this book.”—Kevin 
Brownlow, author of The Parade’s 
Gone By

304 pages | 63 b/w photos
9780813192611 | $19.95 paperback

Hedy Lamarr
� e Most Beautiful 
Woman in Film
Ruth Barton

“Lamarr was a complicated woman, 
deserving of a more serious 
appraisal. . . . [Barton] introduces 
interesting ancillary cultural refer-
ents, including tributes to Lamarr 
from admirers like Henry Miller and 
Joseph Cornell, and takes a more 
analytical, feminist approach.”
 —New York Times

312 pages | 30 b/w photos
9780813136547 | $19.95 paperback
9780813126043 | $29.95 hardcover

Crane
Sex, Celebrity, and My Father’s Unsolved 
Murder
Robert Crane and Christopher Fryer

“[The story] of a son’s quest to understand how 
his father’s life could go so wrong after so 
much had gone so right.”—LA Weekly

352 pages | 32 b/w photos
9780813160740 | $29.95 hardcover 
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The Immortal Count
� e Life and Films of Bela Lugosi
Arthur Lennig

“This book is long overdue and is 
highly recommended as biography, 
� lm history and pop culture. It is 
the last word on Lugosi.”—National 
Board of Review

560 pages | 117 b/w photos
9780813126616 | $30.00s paperback

John Gilbert
� e Last of the Silent Film Stars
Eve Golden

“Eve Golden reels through the life of 
[the] silent � lm star.”—Vanity Fair

384 pages | 62 b/w photos
9780813141626 | $39.95s hardcover

The Lost One
A Life of Peter Lorre
Stephen D. Youngkin

“[T]he single most important book 
about Lorre’s life and career, without 
question.”—Washington Post Book 
World

680 pages | 74 b/w photos
9780813136066 | $27.95 paperback
9780813123608 | $50.00x hardcover

Mae Murray
� e Girl with the Bee-Stung Lips
Michael G. Ankerich
Foreword by Kevin Brownlow

“Her long life is a lesson about those 
heady days of early Hollywood and 
the transience of fame.”—Library 
Journal

392 pages | 98 b/w photos
9780813136905 | $40.00s hardcover

Mary Pickford
Queen of the Movies
Edited by Christel Schmidt

“Exquisite and rare photographs 
from Pickford’s archives at the 
Library and the Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences and 
photos of her costumes now held 
by the Los Angeles Museum of 
Natural History, punctuate a collec-
tion of essays on various aspects of 
Pickford’s career.”—Leonard Maltin’s 
Movie Crazy

288 pages | 228 color images
9780813136479 | $45.00 hardcover

Jack Nicholson
� e Early Years
Robert Crane & Christopher Fryer

“The only book written with [Nicholson’s] 
blessing. . . . The interviews are illuminating.”
 —Los Angeles Weekly

248 pages | 37 b/w photos
9780813136158 | $19.95 paperback
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Maureen O’Hara
� e Biography
Aubrey Malone

“[Malone] gives an amazing and 
thought-provoking analysis on 
O’Hara’s � lms. Standing alongside 
O’Hara’s own autobiography, 
Maureen O’Hara: The Biography is 
wonderful.” —Journeys in Classic Film

304 pages | 39 b/w photos
9780813142388 | $29.95 hardcover

Pickford
� e Woman 
Who Made Hollywood
Eileen Whitfi eld

“A knockout of a biography.”
 —Newsweek

488 pages | illus.
9780813191799 | $19.95 paperback

Pola Negri
Hollywood’s First Femme Fatale
Mariusz Kotowski

“No one is as knowledgeable about 
Negri as Kotowski.”—London Review 
of Books

320 pages | 77 b/w photos
9780813144887 | $40.00s hardcover

A Rose for Mrs. Miniver
� e Life of Greer Garson
Michael Troyan

“MGM’s great lady was a bit of an 
Irish cut-up, radiant, funny, brave, 
and smart. Michael Troyan knows 
that, and has written a most 
entertaining book about my friend, 
Greer.”—Gregory Peck

520 pages | illus.
9780813191508 | $24.95 paperback
9780813120942 | $45.00x hardcover

Silent Players
A Biographical and 
Autobiographical Study  
of 100 Silent Film 
Actors and Actresses
Anthony Slide

“Slide pro� les 100 silent � lm stars—
57 of whom he knew personally—
including such well-known names 
as Mary Astor, Lillian Gish, and 
Harold Lloyd.”—Los Angeles Times

464 pages | illus.
9780813122496 | $45.00s hardcover

Patricia Neal
An Unquiet Life
Stephen Michael Shearer

“Patricia Neal has traveled the road from 
triumph to despair in ways few of us can 
imagine. There is sincerity and dedication 
behind this work.”—Paul Newman

508 pages | 123 b/w photos
9780813129716 | $24.95 paperback
9780813123912 | $35.00 hardcover
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Take It from the Big Mouth
� e Life of Martha Raye
Jean Maddern Pitrone

“[A] classic Hollywood tearjerker. . . . 
Pitrone tells her story with brio in a 
captivating star bio.”—Booklist

248 pages | illus.
9780813121109 | $35.00s hardcover

Warren Oates
A Wild Life
Susan A. Compo

“A highly readable blow-by-blow 
of the actor’s rocky and too-short 
life.”—Los Angeles Times

512 pages | 34 illus.
9780813193465 | $24.95 paperback
9780813125367 | $60.00x hardcover

DIRECTORS

Alfred Hitchcock
� e Legacy of Victorianism
Paula Marantz Cohen

“[A] fun, learned, and provocative 
book, especially for Hitchcock 
bu� s.”—Rapport

208 pages | illus.
9780813108506 | $25.00x paperback

Arthur Penn
American Director
Nat Segaloff 

“A � rst-rate biography of a man 
whose � lm output was relatively 
small but exceedingly choice.”
 —Leonard Maltin’s Movie Crazy

344 pages | 29 b/w photos
9780813129761 | $40.00s hardcover

Being Hal Ashby
Life of a Hollywood Rebel
Nick Dawson

“Glides through Ashby’s wrecked 
personal relationships, wisely 
choosing to dwell instead on 
the work of a man whose career 
consumed his life. A worthwhile 
portrait by a capable biographer.”
 —Kirkus Reviews

440 pages | 47 illus.
9780813134635 | $26.95s paperback
9780813125381 | $50.00x hardcover

Albert Capellani
Pioneer of the Silent Screen
Christine Leteux
Foreword by Kevin Brownlow

“[A]dds a considerable amount to the body of 
knowledge via an assiduous trawl through 
public records and trade papers.”—Film 
Comment

192 pages | 32 b/w photos
9780813166438 | $40.00s hardcover
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Buzz
� e Life and Art of Busby Berkeley
Jeff rey Spivak

“One could be excused for thinking 
that a book titled Buzz might be 
about Internet-based P.R. strategies, 
but it’s actually a biography—the 
only one out there—of Busby 
Berkeley, the choreo-philosopher 
and one of the cinema’s most 
original creators.” —New Yorker

408 pages | 62 b/w photos
9780813126432 | $39.95s hardcover

Carl Theodor Dreyer 
and Ordet
My Summer with 
the Danish Filmmaker
Jan Wahl

“Carl Theodor Dreyer and Ordet: My 
Summer with the Danish Filmmaker—
with its fascinating descriptions of 
the director’s intentions for his great 
dream project—comes as one of 
the most welcome � lm books of the 
year.”—Hollywood Reporter

192 pages | 28 b/w photos
9780813136189 | $40.00s hardcover

Godfather
� e Intimate Francis Ford Coppola
Gene D. Phillips

“The author’s access to knowledge-
able people and his obviously 
painstaking research make this one 
of the most useful books to date 
about Coppola.”—Library Journal

424 pages | illus.
9780813123042 | $40.00s hardcover

Hawks on Hawks
Joseph McBride

“There are going to be many biog-
raphies of Howard Hawks, but they 
will all lean heavily on this book; the 
pioneer so honestly reveals himself 
and the people with whom he 
worked.”—Los Angeles Times

248 pages | 112 b/w photos
9780813142623 | $19.95s paperback

Hitchcock Lost and Found
� e Forgotten Films
Alain Kerzoncuf and Charles Barr
Foreword by Philip French

“For the Hitchcock completist, Hitch-
cock Lost and Found is an essential 
resource.”—Philadelphia Inquirer

266 pages | 107 b/w photos, 6 illus.
9780813160825 | $45.00s hardcover

Charles Walters
� e Director Who Made Hollywood Dance
Brent Phillips

“This is the story of a time in American culture 
when our life coaches were singers and 
dancers, because they made happy endings 
look easy, even deserved. Forget your troubles 
and just get happy.”—Wall Street Journal

368 pages | 65 b/w photos
9780813147215 | $40.00s hardcover
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Hitchcock’s Partner 
in Suspense
� e Life of Screenwriter 
Charles Bennett
Charles Bennett
Edited by John Charles Bennett

“Enhanced by a remarkably candid 
coda, [this book o� ers] an intriguing 
and revealing story, the very title of 
which lays claim to an equal place 
for his [Bennett’s] father in the 
pantheon of world cinema.”
 —Times Literary Supplement

328 pages | 44 b/w photos
9780813144498 | $40.00s hardcover

Hollywood Under Siege
Martin Scorsese, the Religious 
Right, and the Culture Wars
Th omas R Lindlof

“[A]n important contribution to 
the Scorsese legacy as well as a 
vital examination of religious right 
cultural hysteria about a � lm that 
was condemned before anyone ever 
saw a frame.”—National Board of 
Review

408 pages | 14 illus.
9780813125176 | $35.00s hardcover

Intrepid Laughter
Preston Sturges and the Movies
Andrew Dickos

“Just as Sturges lived at a fast 
pace, so does Dickos’s book move 
quickly. He handles the di�  culty 
of covering a complex man with a 
highly varied body of work with a 
wise selection of materials.”
 —Classic Images

192 pages | 31 b/w photos
9780813141947 | $25.00s paperback

Mamoulian
Life on Stage and Screen
David Luhrssen

“[P]aints the in� uential stage and 
� lm director as a socially conscious 
artist who sought to successfully 
combine art and commercial 
entertainment—which he did.”
 —Hu�  ngton Post

208 pages | 5 b/w photos
9780813136769 | $40.00s hardcover

Sidney J. Furie
Life and Films
Daniel Kremer

“How wonderful that there is � nally a book 
about Sidney J. Furie, one of the best directors 
in the whole of my career . . . and one of my 
greatest friends. I wouldn’t have had a career 
without him!”—Michael Caine

408 pages, 77 b/w photos
ISBN 978-0-8131-6596-7
$45.00s hardcover
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Raoul Walsh
� e True Adventures 
of Hollywood’s Legendary Director
Marilyn Ann Moss

“Moss’s work shares much more than 
Walsh’s life. It carries us through 
the epic history of the American 
� lm industry.”—San Francisco Book 
Review

528 pages | 51 b/w photos
9780813144443 | $28.00s paperback
9780813133935 | $40.00s hardcover

Rex Ingram
Visionary Director 
of the Silent Screen
Ruth Barton

“Ruth Barton’s welcome, expertly 
narrated biography lifts the veil on 
large portions of Ingram’s life. . . . 
There is so much in [this] book that 
is fascinating.”—Wall Street Journal

328 pages | 74 b/w photos
9780813147093 | $40.00s hardcover

Some Like It Wilder
� e Life and Controversial Films 
of Billy Wilder
Gene D. Phillips

“This de� nitive biography reveals 
that Wilder was, and remains, one 
of the most in� uential directors in 
� lmmaking.”—Turner Classic Movies

464 pages | 47 b/w photos
9780813125701 | $39.95s hardcover

Stroheim
Arthur Lennig

“A magisterial, crazily comprehen-
sive biographical study of the 
original renegade director.”
 —Kirkus Reviews

574 pages | illus.
9780813190440 | $30.00s paperback
9780813121383 | $50.00x hardcover

Studio Aff airs
My Life as a Film Director
Vincent Sherman

“One of the great craftsmen from the 
old studio system, Vincent Sherman 
writes straight from the heart. . . . 
Many colorful insights into the stars 
he directed.”—Kirkus Reviews

344 pages | illus.
9780813119755 | $40.00s hardcover

The Reluctant Film Art 
of Woody Allen
Second Edition
Peter J. Bailey

“Bailey’s rigorous study will please the serious 
student of � lm and of 20th-century artistic 
impression.”—Virginia Quarterly Review

426 pages | 59 b/w photos
9780813167190 | $26.95s paperback
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Thomas Ince
Hollywood’s Independent Pioneer
Brian Taves

“This fascinating book o� ers insight 
into the professional achievements 
and personal struggles facing Ince 
during the tumultuous silent movie 
era.”—Film Threat

384 pages | 53 b/w photos
9780813134222 | $39.95s hardcover

Von Sternberg
John Baxter

“Provocative, well-written, and 
whether you love Sternberg’s work 
or you hate it, you’ll � nd it hard 
to put this book down.”—Kevin 
Brownlow, author of The Parade’s 
Gone By

304 pages | 42 b/w photos
9780813126012 | $40.00s hardcover

What Ever Happened 
to Orson Welles?
A Portrait of an 
Independent Career
Joseph McBride

“There has been so much written 
and said about Orson Welles over 
the years, and quite a bit of it has 
been � xated on the myth of his 
self-destruction at the expense 
of everything else [ . . . . ]McBride, 
who has a clearer understanding 
of Welles and his � lms than almost 
anyone, exposes that idea as the 
myth it is and always has been.”
 —Martin Scorsese

368 pages | illus.
9780813124100 | $40.00s hardcover

William Wyler
� e Life and Films of Hollywood’s 
Most Celebrated Director
Gabriel Miller

“With his commanding knowledge 
of � lm history, meticulous research, 
and deeply insightful analysis, Miller 
makes a powerful case for declaring 
Wyler one of our greatest � lm direc-
tors.”—James Verniere, National 
Society of Film Critics

520 pages | 28 b/w photos
9780813142098 | $39.95s hardcover

Victor Fleming
An American Movie Master
Michael Sragow

“Michael Sragow’s Victor Fleming is certainly 
among the best � lm director biographies ever 
published. Mr. Sragow captures the man, a life 
and an era that is, as the title of Fleming’s most 
famous � lm put it, ‘gone with the wind.’”
 —Peter Bogdanovich in the Wall Street Journal

694 pages, 52 b/w photos
9780813144412 | $27.95s paperback 
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MOGULS & STUDIOS

Columbia Pictures
Portrait of a Studio
Edited by Bernard F. Dick

“For anyone seeking a frank, readable 
history of the movie business, 
this  book sheds light on one part of 
a frenzied, fractious industry.” —New 
York Times Book Review

320 pages
9780813130194 | $25.00x paperback
9780813117690 | $40.00x hardcover

Engulfed
� e Death of Paramount 
Pictures and the Birth 
of Corporate Hollywood
Bernard F. Dick

“Dick lends the personalities and 
events so much emotional color 
that his book is as compulsively 
readable as a biography.” —Sight 
and Sound

280 pages | illus.
9780813122021 | $40.00s hardcover

The Merchant Prince 
of Poverty Row
Harry Cohn of Columbia Pictures
Bernard F. Dick

“Ever since Cohn died in 1958, 
writers have been trying to sort out 
Cohn-the-myth and Cohn-the-man 
but no one has yet done it in more 
fascinating detail that Bernard Dick.”
 -Hollywood Reporter

248 pages | illus.
9780813193236 | $30.00s paperback

SCREENWRITERS

In Capra’s Shadow
� e Life and Career 
of Screenwriter Robert Riskin
Ian Scott

“[M]akes a strong case for remem-
bering Riskin as a talented man 
of strong social conscience. This 
detailed yet highly readable study 
is recommended for all cinema 
collections.”—Library Journal

304 pages | illus.
9780813123905 | $45.00x hardcover

Ziegfeld and His Follies
A Biography of Broadway’s 
Greatest Producer
Cynthia Brideson and Sara Brideson

“As sisters Cynthia and Sara Brideson observe 
in Ziegfeld and His Follies, he “gave women an 
indomitable presence in a male-centric era. . . . 
Even his mistresses were � ery and volatile.”
 —Wall Street Journal

576 pages | 76 b/w photos
9780813160887 | $40.00s hardcover 
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Cecil B. DeMille’s Hollywood
Robert S. Birchard

“Far and away the best � lm book 
published so far this year.”
 —National Board of Review, 2004

496 pages | illus.
9780813123240 | $39.95s hardcover

The Marxist and the Movies
A Biography of Paul Jarrico
Larry Ceplair

“[A] very capable introduction not 
only to Jarrico’s life, but to the wider 
story of � lm and politics in the era of 
the blacklist.”—Journal of American 
History

352 pages | 11 b/w photos
9780813124537 | $50.00x hardcover

My Life as a Mankiewicz
An Insider’s Journey 
through Hollywood
Tom Mankiewicz 
and Robert Crane

“Prime � rsthand anecdotes � ll 
this consistently readable and 
entertaining book.” 
 —Washington Post

9780813161235 | $19.95 paperback
9780813136059 | $39.95s hardcover

Sharp Cut
Harold Pinter’s Screenplays 
and the Artistic Process
Steven H. Gale

“A highly signi� cant book. . . . This 
pioneering work will be a model 
for subsequent studies of � lm 
scripts.”—Choice

544 pages | illus.
9780813122441 | $70.00s hardcover

The Shocking Miss Pilgrim
A Writer in Early Hollywood
Frederica Sagor Maas

“A bittersweet, extraordinarily 
detailed recollection of Maas’s 
30-year career in the motion picture 
industry. . . . Chockablock with 
anecdotes, and a blinding amount 
of star-wattage to boot.”—Salon

296 pages | illus.
9780813121222 | $40.00s hardcover

Dalton Trumbo
Blacklisted Hollywood Radical
Larry Ceplair 
and Christopher Trumbo

“This book can’t help being continually 
fascinating because of its subject matter and 
his epic skill for armed literary combat.”
 —Film Comment

716 pages | 75 b/w photos
9780813146805 | $40.00s hardcover
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FILM & POPULAR 
CULTURE

All-Stars and Movie Stars
Sports in Film and History
Edited by Ron Briley, 
Michael  K. Schoenecke, 
and Deborah A. Carmichael

“[A] handy package that serves 
personal learning, reference, library 
collection, or course introduction.”
 —Film and History

328 pages | 59 illus.
9780813124483 | $40.00x hardcover

American Racist
� e Life and Films 
of � omas Dixon
Anthony Slide

“Slide has long had a reputation as 
one of the most productive and 
knowledgeable � lm historians 
outside the academy. American 
Racist, with its authoritative 
research and incisive commentary, 
will only a�  rm that standing.”
 —Film Quarterly

264 pages | illus.
9780813123288 | $40.00x hardcover

The Autonomous Image
Cinematic Narration 
and Humanism
Armando J. Prats

“Helps to explain why so many 
teachers of religious studies have 
found � lm so important, if not 
essential, for exploring contempo-
rary philosophical and theological 
issues.” —Horizons

192 pages
9780813114064 | $30.00x hardcover

Creatures of Darkness
Raymond Chandler, 
Detective Fiction, and Film Noir
Gene D. Phillips

“A scholarly text of the highest 
caliber in terms of information and 
readability. Film noir and hard-
boiled detective � ction enthusiasts 
of all levels of knowledge will � nd 
the book not only captivating, 
informative, and accessible, but a 
pure, page-turning delight.”
 —Literature/Film Association News

336 pages | illus.
9780813190426 | $25.00x paperback

American Audiences 
on Movies and Moviegoing
Tom Stempel

“A sprawling look at the last � fty years of Amer-
ican movies and how audiences responded to 
them.”—Cineaste

320 pages | illus.
9780813121833 | $40.00x hardcover
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Freedom of the Screen
Legal Challenges to State Film 
Censorship, 1915–1981
Laura Wittern-Keller

“Wittern-Keller’s book is a welcome 
addition to the scholarship on 
movie censorship, � lls a signi� cant, 
an important gap in the literature, 
and will be the baseline reference 
work on the history of state 
censorship.” —Journal of American 
History

384 pages
9780813124513 | $55.00x hardcover

Freedom to Off end
How New York Remade 
Movie Culture
Raymond J. Haberski Jr.

“Raymond Haberski’s Freedom to 
O� end is a valuable work of cultural 
history that analyzes and catalogs 
New York City’s role in shaping 
modern sensibilities about � lm and 
censorship.”—Film and History

280 pages
9780813124292 | $45.00x hardcover

Henry James Goes 
to the Movies
Edited by Susan M. Griffi  n

“In this anthology of essays, sixteen 
academics dissect novelist Henry 
James’s seemingly inexhaustible 
allure to � lmmakers ranging from 
William Wyler to Jane Campion 
and examine the degrees to which 
these celluloid versions succeed 
in translating James’s highly uncine-
matic, psychological prose to the 
screen.” —Entertainment Weekly

400 pages | illus.
9780813121918 | $40.00s hardcover

Hollywood As Historian
American Film 
in a Cultural Context
Edited by Peter C. Rollins

“This far-ranging collection is a solid 
body of material which elevates the 
standard by which the future study 
of � lm as history can be measured.”
 —Film Study

304 pages
9780813109510 | $25.00x paperback

The Dame in the Kimono
Hollywood, Censorship, 
and the Production Code
Leonard J. Leff  
and Jerold L. Simmons

“A valuable insight into our own innocence and 
naiveté.”—New York Times Book Review

416 pages | illus.
9780813190112 | $30.00x paperback
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Hollywood’s Indian
� e Portrayal of the 
Native American in Film
Edited by Peter C. Rollins 
and John E. O’Connor

“Will become the standard source for 
reference for an important subject, 
not only in American contemporary 
popular culture, but for evolving 
attitudes in a new century.”—Film 
and History

264 pages | illus.
9780813190778 | $28.00x paperback

Hollywood’s War 
with Poland, 1939–1945
M.B.B. Biskupski

“Biskupski meticulously examines 
the propagandist undertones of an 
extensive range of Hollywood � lms 
and scripts made during the war 
years, o� ering a mine of information 
based on thorough archival 
research.”—Historical Journal of Film, 
Radio and Television

290 pages | illus.
9780813125596 | $60.00x hardcover

Hollywood’s West
� e American Frontier 
in Film, Television, and History
Peter C. Rollins 
and John E. O’Connor

“De� nitive in its own right . . . 
powerful essays.”—Journal of 
American Culture

392 pages | illus.
9780813191966 | $28.00s paperback

Hollywood’s White House
� e American Presidency 
in Film and History
Edited by Peter C. Rollins 
and John E. O’Connor

“An excellent example of the 
American theater. . . . We are the 
audience. We will be a much more 
informed audience after reading 
the essays in this book.”—Journal of 
American Culture

464 pages | illus.
9780813191263 | $28.00s paperback

Hollywood Presents Jules Verne
� e Father of Science Fiction on Screen
Brian Taves

“One of the best things this book does is make 
one want to reread Verne and watch the best 
of his � lms. It comes highly recommended.”
 —Dime Novel Round-Up

370 pages | 75 b/w photos
9780813161129 | $40.00s hardcover 
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It’s Only a Movie!
Films and Critics 
in American Culture
Raymond J. Haberski Jr.

“A provocative study. . . . While there 
are many titles dealing with � lm 
culture, It’s Only a Movie! takes the 
subject much further and ponders 
the strangest of societal phenom-
enon, America’s love a� air with 
motion pictures, the rami� cations 
of this media in kneading contem-
porary thought, and the relevance 
of aesthetics in an information 
age.”—Film and History

264 pages
9780813121932 | $40.00x hardcover

Jane Austen in Hollywood
Edited by Linda Troost 
and Sayre Greenfi eld

“An excellent example of literary crit-
icism, as each of the fourteen essays 
is well-researched and scholarly but 
with a touch of humor.”
 —Film and History

248 pages | illus.
9780813190068 | $25.00x paperback

Killing the Indian Maiden
Images of Native American 
Women in Film
M. Elise Marubbio

“Other � lm scholars have studied the 
portrayal of Native Americans in 
� lm. Unlike other works, Marubbio’s 
work is tightly focused on the 
depiction of female characters. In 
addition to � lm studies, this work 
makes a valuable contribution to 
women’s studies.”—American Indian 
Quarterly

312 pages | 12 b/w photos
9780813192383 | $30.00x paperback
9780813124148 | $60.00x hardcover

Mavericks on the Border
� e Early Southwest 
in Historical Fiction and Film
J. Douglas Canfi eld

“A fascinating subject and a timely 
one, dealing as it does with 
multicultural traditions and with 
versions of the Western.” —John G. 
Cawelti

256 pages
9780813121802 | $50.00s hardcover

The Invisible Hand in Popular Culture
Liberty vs. Authority 
in American Film and TV
Paul A. Cantor

“Analyses how ideas about economics and polit-
ical philosophy � nd their way into everything 
from Star Trek to Malcolm in the Middle.”—Wall 
Street Journal

488 pages | 10 b/w photos
9780813140827 | $35.00s hardcover
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Movies About the Movies
Hollywood Re� ected
Christopher Ames

“O� ers a considerable degree of 
insight into the selected � lms.
 . . . Not only informative, but also 
written with a real enthusiasm for 
its subject.” —Journal of Intercultural 
Studies

264 pages | illus.
9780813109381 | $30.00x paperback

Radical Innocence
A Critical Study 
of the Hollywood Ten
Bernard F. Dick

“Most of the Ten found their 
creativity stymied, their career 
options limited by their notoriety. 
This insightful critical study lifts 
a veil o�  a period of blacklisting 
paranoia that lingered on until the 
mid-1960’s.”—Publishers Weekly

280 pages | illus.
9780813193281 | $30.00x paperback

Reconstructing American 
Historical Cinema 
From Cimarron to Citizen Kane
J. E. Smyth

“This is an excellent book. It serves 
as an important challenge to tradi-
tional readings of classical Holly-
wood, to traditional understanding 
of American historiography, and 
to those theories of ‘� lm and 
history’ that are rapidly becoming 
traditionalized.”—Nicholas Witham, 
Screening the Past

464 pages | illus.
9780813192390 | $30.00x paperback

Royal Portraits 
in Hollywood
Filming the Lives of Queens
Elizabeth A. Ford 
and Deborah C. Mitchell

“Royal Portraits in Hollywood is an 
impressive achievement—ambi-
tious, complex, and multi-layered. 
This book is a juicy read.”—Louis 
Giannetti, author of Understanding 
Movies

338 pages | 19 illus.
9780813125435 | $40.00x hardcover

Native Americans on Film
Conversations, Teaching, and � eory
Edited by M. Elise Marubbio 
and Eric L. Buff alohead

“Regardless of an individual’s level of knowledge 
and expertise in Native � lm, Native Americans 
on Film is a valuable read for anyone interest-
ed in this topic.”—Studies in American Indian 
Literatures

398 pages | 34 b/w photos
9780813136653 | $50.00x hardcover
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The Star-Spangled Screen
� e American World War II Film
Bernard F. Dick

“A thoughtful, well-written study of 
American � lms on World War II that 
manages to keep its balance as it 
swerves in political, sociological, 
and esthetic directions.”—Variety

304 pages | illus.
9780813108858 | $30.00x paperback

Street Smart
� e New York of Lumet, Allen, 
Scorsese, and Lee
Richard A. Blake
360 pages | illus.
9780813123578 | $40.00x hardcover

Street with No Name
A History of the Classic 
American Film Noir
Andrew Dickos

“Shrewdly analyzes those movies.”
 —Wall Street Journal

328 pages | 89 b/w photos
9780813142050 | $25.00s paperback
9780813122434 | $35.00s hardcover

Totalitarianism on Screen
� e Art and Politics 
of Th e Lives of Others
Edited by Carl Eric Scott 
and F. Flagg Taylor IV

“Totalitarianism on Screen explores 
the richness of The Lives of Others 
in brilliant fashion. Scott and 
Taylor have set a new standard for 
English-language scholarship on 
one of the most in� uential German 
� lms in the post-war era.” —Gary 
Bruce, author of The Firm: The Inside 
Story of the Stasi

276 pages | 5 b/w photos, illus.
9780813144986 | $60.00x hardcover

We’ll Always Have 
the Movies
American Cinema 
during World War II
Robert L. McLaughlin 
and Sally E. Parry

“[This book] opens the window to 
a vanished and deeply interesting 
world that these pages recover with 
a sense of sympathetic under-
standing.” —Journal of America & 
Culture

368 pages | 17 b/w photos
9780813130057 | $30.00s paperback

Stuntwomen
� e Untold Hollywood Story
Mollie Gregory

“This is a joyous, intense book: Gregory is 
bracingly up front about the outright sexism 
that has dogged professional stuntwomen 
almost from the beginning.”—New York Times

360 pages | 73 b/w photos
9780813166223 | $40.00s hardcover
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Why We Fought
America’s Wars in Film 
and History
Peter C. Rollins 
and John E. O’Connor

“Rollins and O’Connor have provided 
a starting point with which to 
analyze the in� uence of wars and 
con� icts in movies, documentaries, 
and television shows.”—On Point

624 pages | 143 illus.
9780813191911 | $45.00x paperback
9780813124933 | $80.00x hardcover

World Politics on Screen
Understanding International 
Relations through Popular Culture
Mark Sachleben

“Sachleben argues that television 
and � lms can be very useful 
instruments for helping us learn 
about world politics, and he gives 
us insights into the popular culture 
that surrounds these media and 
is perhaps also driven by them. A 
very polished, thorough, thoughtful, 
and insightful volume.”—Patrick J. 
Haney, coeditor of American Foreign 
Policy in a New Era

244 pages | 10 b/w photos, illus.
9780813143118 | $40.00s hardcover

FILM & PHILOSOPHY

The Philosophy of Ang Lee
Edited by Robert Arp, 
Adam Barkman, and James McRae

“This collection is signi� cant and 
necessary for understanding the 
work of the popular � lmmaker.”
 —Kevin Decker, coeditor of Star 
Trek and Philosophy

312 pages
9780813141664 | $40.00s hardcover

The Philosophy 
of Charlie Kaufman
Edited by David LaRocca
312 photos
9780813133911 | $35.00s hardcover

The Philosophy 
of Clint Eastwood
Edited by Richard T. McClelland 
and Brian B. Clayton

“A well-conceived and well-executed 
project. . . . This volume makes a 
signi� cant contribution to the � elds 
of � lm studies and philosophy.”
 —Michael P. Foley, Baylor University

274 pages
9780813142630 | $40.00x hardcover

The Philosophy of 
the Coen Brothers
Updated Edition
Mark T. Conard

“[F]or both fans of the Coen brothers and the 
philosophically curious, without the technical 
language.”—Library Journal

332 pages
9780813134451 | $19.95 paperback
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The Philosophy 
of David Cronenberg
Edited by Simon Riches

“[A] welcome arrival. . . . This book 
has something both for serious 
scholars and general interest 
audiences as well.” —Journal of the 
Fantastic in the Arts

232 pages | illus.
9780813136042 | $40.00s hardcover

The Philosophy 
of David Lynch
Edited by William J. Devlin 
and Shai Biderman

“Lynch’s position within contempo-
rary populat culture . . . provides 
a fascinating platform to re� ect 
upon the relationship between his 
� lms and philosophical approaches 
to cinema and popular culture. . . . 
There is no doubt that Lynch’s work 
is worthy of such study, and this 
collection, which is enjoyable to 
read and digest, o� ers a good deal 
of food for thought.” —Cercles

258 pages
9780813129914 | $35.00s hardcover

The Philosophy of Film Noir
Edited by Mark T. Conard

“Dense and intriguing, the book 
suggests noir is best perceived as 
a slightly warped mirror held up to 
contemporary society.” —Publishers 
Weekly

264 pages
9780813191812  | $24.95s paperback

The Philosophy 
of Joss Whedon
Edited by Dean A. Kowalski 
and S. Evan Kreider

“A signi� cant contribution to the 
popular culture and philosophy 
genre in focusing, not on a single 
show or movie, but on the master-
mind behind a number of creative 
works.” —Sharon Kaye, editor of Lost 
and Philosophy

248 pages
9780813134192 | $45.00x hardcover

The Philosophy of J. J. Abrams
Edited by Patricia Brace and Robert Arp

“Abrams forces us to shift our understanding out 
of automatic when we view his many creative 
works; he drives us in many philosophical 
directions. This book is a V6 thrill-ride that 
makes thinking in high gear fun.”—Sara Waller, 
Montana State University

380 pages
9780813145303 | $40.00x hardcover
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The Philosophy 
of Michael Mann
Edited by Steven Sanders, 
Aeon J. Skoble, 
and R. Barton Palmer

“[The authors] have woven a 
complex collection of criticism 
and analysis into a cohesive and 
satisfying whole that expresses the 
multiplicity of Mann’s oeuvre.”
 —Film Matters

284 pages
9780813144719 | $40.00x hardcover

The Philosophy of Neo-Noir
Edited by Mark T. Conard

“Much has been written about 
neo-noir’s distinction from 
classic noir . . . but this anthology 
rejuvenates the discussion. Conard 
and his contributors see to it that 
these essays are accessible to 
nonacademic readers.”—Library 
Journal

222 pages | illus.
9780813192178 | $19.95 paperback
9780813124223 | $50.00x hardcover

The Philosophy 
of Science Fiction Film
Edited by Steven M. Sanders

“[A] successful volume. Pedagogues, 
both of philosophy and of � lm, will 
� nd the book a useful compendium 
of ideas.”—Science Fiction Studies

240 pages
9780813192604 | $19.95 paperback

The Philosophy 
of Spike Lee
Edited by Mark T. Conard

“A valuable contribution to the 
� elds of both philosophy and � lm 
studies.”—Kimberly A. Blessing, 
Bu� alo State College

264 pages
9780813133805 | $45.00x hardcover

The Philosophy 
of Martin Scorsese
Edited by Mark T. Conard

“This collection will be particularly valuable to 
philosophy scholars interested in ethics as well 
as � lm and cultural critics.”—Film Criticism 

280 pages
9780813192185 | $19.95 paperback
9780813124445 | $50.00x hardcover
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The Philosophy 
of Stanley Kubrick
Edited by Jerold J. Abrams

“Every page of this book expresses 
admiration for America’s most phil-
osophical � lmmaker, all the while 
providing insight into his creative 
vision.”—William Irwin, coeditor of 
More Matrix and Philosophy

288 pages
9780813192208 | $19.95 paperback
9780813124452 | $50.00x hardcover

The Philosophy 
of Steven Soderbergh
Edited by R. Barton Palmer 
and Steven M. Sanders

“This book provides provocative, 
insightful, and instructive analysis 
of the cinematic and philosophical 
signi� cance of Steven Soderbergh’s 
work.”—Jason Holt, editor of The 
Daily Show and Philosophy: Moments 
of Zen in the Art of Fake News

328 pages
9780813126623 | $35.00s hardcover

The Philosophy 
of Tim Burton
Edited by Jennifer L. McMahon

“These lively essays examine 
some unexpected philosophical 
ideas in his movies, making us 
realize how dramatic theoretical 
issues can become when they are 
crafted within narrative, dialogue, 
and � lmic strategies.”—Carolyn 
Korsmeyer, University at Bu� alo

306 pages
9780813144627 | $40.00x hardcover

The Philosophy 
of the Western
Edited by Jennifer L. McMahon 
and B. Steve Csaki

“A delightful collection [which is] at 
once erudite and readable, many 
of its essays o� er solid summaries 
of philosophic concepts and 
movements.”—American Studies

352 pages
9780813125916 | $35.00s hardcover

The Philosophy 
of War Films
Edited by David LaRocca

“The essays are fresh and surprising, showing 
the whole subject of war and � lm to be far 
more interesting, complex, and disturbing than 
in the standard thinking about war genre � lms 
that we are used to.”—Charles Warren, Boston 
University

538 pages
9780813141688 | $45.00x hardcover
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Steven Spielberg 
and Philosophy
We’re Gonna Need a Bigger Book
Edited by Dean A. Kowalski

“[A]n engrossing and insightful 
examination of the cultural and 
intellectual breadth of Spielberg’s 
� lms. It is an indispensable 
collection for anyone seriously 
interested in the director.”—Charles 
L.P. Silet, editor of The Films of Steven 
Spielberg: Critical Essays

288 pages | 17 illus.
9780813133898 | $19.95 paperback
9780813125275 | $50.00x hardcover

ANIMATION & 
TECHNOLOGY

Animating Space
From Mickey to WALL-E
J. P. Telotte

“J. P. Telotte’s excellent new collection 
of essays by a variety of scholars . . . 
explores the complex relationship 
between science � ction and televi-
sion across the twentieth century 
into out own millennium.”—Journal 
of the Fantastic in the Arts

296 pages | 55 b/w photos
9780813125862 | $40.00x hardcover

Drawing the Line
� e Untold Story of the 
Animation Unions from 
Bosko to Bart Simpson
Tom Sito

“The stories he tells are alternately 
heartbreaking and hilarious, 
infused with the irreverence that’s 
always characterized this � eld. 
Anyone with more than a passing 
interest in the world of animation 
should consider this book a must-
read.”—Leonard Maltin

440 pages | illus.
9780813124070 | $35.00x hardcover

Letterboxed
� e Evolution 
of Widescreen Cinema
Harper Cossar

“Complementing the work of 
John Belton and David Bordwell, 
this excellent book provides a 
detailed and insightful account of 
widescreen technology, widescreen 
aesthetics, and widescreen cinema 
history in the United States.”
 —Stephen Neale, Film Studies, 
Exeter University

304 pages | 255 b/w photos
9780813126517 | $60.00x hardcover

3-D Revolution
� e History of Modern 
Stereoscopic Cinema
Ray Zone

“[A]n incredible adventure through an 
important part of our cinematic history.”
 —Buzz Hays, S3D Producer and Consultant 
at True Image Company

456 pages | 70 b/w photos, 20 illus.
9780813136110 | $40.00s hardcover 
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Saul Bass
Anatomy of Film Design
Jan-Christopher Horak

“[A ] superb contribution to the study of one of 
the key � gures at the intersection of � lm and 
design.”—Journal of Film Preservation

492 pages | 45 b/w photos
9780813147185 | $40.00s hardcover

Out of the Inkwell
Max Fleischer and 
the Animation Revolution
Richard Fleischer

“Besides creating the jazz-age siren 
Betty Boop and bringing Popeye 
and Superman to the screen, Max 
invented the rotoscope, a process 
for creating animated cartoons by 
tracing live-action footage. . . . [A] 
lively memoir.”—Booklist

232 pages | 60 b/w photos
9780813134642 | $21.95s paperback
9780813123554 | $50.00x hardcover

Stereoscopic Cinema 
and the Origins of 3-D Film, 
1838–1952
Ray Zone

“One comes away from Stereoscopic 
Cinema with a greater appreciation 
for the rich, laregely neglected 
history of 3-D � lm.”—Technology 
and Culture

232 pages | 50 b/w photos
9780813124612 | $50.00x hardcover

Streaming
Movies, Media, and Instant Access
Wheeler Winston Dixon

“[A] lively, detailed, up-to-the-
minute dispatch on the moving-
image media during their current 
period of rapid transition and 
transformation. Streaming is a 
timely and in some ways urgent 
contribution to the constantly 
evolving discipline of media 
studies.”—David Sterritt, Columbia 
University and Chair, National 
Society of Film Critics

184 pages
9780813142197 | $24.95s paperback
9780813142173 | $80.00x hardcover
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